SMACK Paracycle Road Race 2022
Pandemic Measures - SMACK Paracycle Road Race 2022
A Covid-19 Coordinator has been appointed for the race with responsibility for measures to
minimize the risk for spread of infection, and to supervise those measures are followed.
Pandemic measures:


National teams and local team participants are kept separate from other teams and
participants as much as possible.



Masks and disinfection will be available and must be used by participants, team leaders
and officials.



The use of masks is mandatory at Race meeting and gatherings before and after the
warm-up and races.



Gatherings take place per Nation or per team at a distance from other participants and
team leaders.



Race meeting is held outdoors if the weather is suitable.



If the Race meeting is held indoors, only one team leader or one participant per local
team may participate so that distances can be kept.



All participants and team leaders will be reminded to keep their distance before and
after the competition, not to spit or blow the nose on the go, and not to share bottles or
equipment with others.



Prize ceremony will be held with self-serving of medals and prizes, medalists will need
to pick up prizes themselves from the prize table.



Participants, team leaders or officials who feel infection symptoms are not allowed to be
present at, or participate in the event.



No serving will be offered to participants, officials or spectators.



No dressing room or showers will be offered, participants need to change before and
after the race at their accommodation.



Covid-19 testing is available nearby at Apoteksgruppen Arlanda Airport, Sky city, see
https://reseintyg.vaccina.se/



For acute illnesses, the Covid-19 Coordinator have contacts with Emergency healthcare
and Emergency Hospital, and there will be an ambulance placed on site.
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